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ABST~ACT

The observations of omnidirectional X-ray flux at the top of the
atmosphere have been extended upto 200 KeV using a balloon-bome NaI
(TI) scintillator detector at Hyderabad, India. The omnidirectional flux
at 60 KeV is found to be 0.0066 + 0.0014 photons/cm. ~ sec. ster. KeV.
The X-ray flux in the energy range 50-290 KeV can be adequately represented by the spectrum KE-e'~i~ New upper limits to the hard X-ray
flux from the quiet sun have also been obtained from the same measurement.
INTRODUCTION

I r is now well known (Hayakawa et al., 1966) that there exists an isotropic
X-ray component on the top of the atmosphere which is of metagalactic
origin. It has been suggested that these X-rays of low energy are either
due to the superposifion of a number of small X-ray sources in other galaxies
or due to the inverse Compton e ffect produced during the collision of relativistic intergalactic electrons with photons. In spite of the theoretical dit¡
culties encountered with either of the explanafions, it is of importance to
experimentally determine the flux and the energy spectrum of the isotropic
X-ray background. The omnidirectional X-ray flttx has been detected by
balloon-bome scinfillator telescopes (B¡
et al., 1965;. Bleeker et al., 1967)
as weLl as by rocket and sateUite experiments (Metzger et al., 1964; Mutsuoka
etal., 1967). The balloon measuremets ate always contaminated by the
background, cosmic m y effects in the atmosphere. In order to minimise
the atmospheric background, it is of great advantage to perform the expe¡
ment near the geomagnetic equator, where the cosmic ray background is
minimum.
To this end a balloon-borne X-ray detector was launched from
Hyderabad, India (17~ , N, 78 ~ 35'E) on April 21, 1967. In this paper,
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we present the data from this flight and compare our results with the results
obtained by other invcstigators. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of
the X-ray detector that was flown in the balloon. The detector consists
of a NaI (TI) crystal of diameter about 6" which was viewed by a 5" DuMont
Photomultiplier 6364. The field of vir of the dc:tector was defined by a
set of mechanical collimators madc of copper plates of thickness ~", The
crystal was further surrouvdcd by gradcd shieldª
consisting of copper
and aluminium to minimise the backgrourd. The scmi-angle of opening
of the collimators was about 10~ in both dircctions. The balloon reached
a float altitude of about 7 gm./cm, z
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FlO. 1. The block diagram of lhe balloon-borne X-ray detector.

The detector cnergy rcsolution was found to be 21Ÿ243
at 660KeV and
46~ at 64 KtV (FWHM). In the flight con¡
the pulses from the
photomultiplŸ were subjected to pulse height analysis and the counting
ratcs in fivc contiguous chalmels in the cnergy rango 50-290KeV and the
integral counting Jate for encrgy losscs above 290KeV were telemetered
to the ground. The ground station consisted of a compatible F M / F M
receiver, subcarricr filters a n d a high spced chart recorder. The detector
was checked thoroughly before the flight for the linearity with respect to
energy.
FLUX OF ISOTROJ'IC X-RAYS

Figme 2 rcpresents the X-ray counting rates v e r s u s time at and near the
ceiling altitude for four differcnt energy intervals betwccn 50-290KeV.
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It may be seen that the X-ray counting rate after the Pfotzer maximum
steadily decreases with altitude till ir reaches about 12 mb. ar, d then shows
ah increase beyond that altitude. The increase represents the cont~ibution
due to the isotropio X-rays of galactic o¡
This flux has to be correeted
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FIG. 2. The counting rates ofX-rays ofdiffcrent encrgies a s a
cciling altitudc.

function

of time ncar the

for the atmospherie absorption to obtain the flux at the top of the atmosphere. In Fig. 3 the omnidireclional cosmic X-ray flux observed at the
top of the atmosphere is plotted a s a function of energy. Corrections for
the residual X-rays that can penetrate to 12 mb. has also been taken into
account in the derivation of omnidirectional flux. The r~sults obtaincd
by the NRL, ASE group and the Nagoya group at low cnergies ar.d the
Iesu]ts obtained by Bleeker et al. (1966)and Hudson et al. (1966) at energics
above 25KeV by balloon experiments are also plottcd in the same figure.
Ir may be observed that our results are in substantial agrccment with the
results obtained by other workers. The X-ray flux at 60 KeV is found to
be 0.0066 4-0"0014 photons/cm. 2 sec. ster. KeV. Wc wish to point out
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that the fluxes at high energies are upper limits and the actual fluxes at 100
KeV and beyond may be actually lower if the e fficiency of the collimator
is taken into account. The results can be adcquately represented by a
power law of the form KE -2"~+~
The X-ray flux expected from thermal
radiation spectrum exp. (E/KT)E -1 dE(Free-Free transitions) from a thin
hot plasma at 2 • 10a~ is also plotted in Fig. 3. Even though the flux
below 20 KeV agrees well with the above caIcu]ation, the disagrecment at
higher energies with the observed re.sults shows that the omnidirectional
cosmic X-rays cannot be adequately explained by thermal processes.
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The ominidirectional X-ray flux at the top of the atmosphere.

The spectrum of the background component given by Bleeker etal.
(1967) and Rothenflug etal. (1965) agrees very closely with the exponent
of the spectrum derived from our data. The spectrum of isotropic X-rays
at energies below 10 KeV as quoted by Mutsuoka etal. (1967) however is
found to be of the forro KE-l"~+~
a hardening of the spectrum
at lower energies. The change of slope and softening of the spectrum of
isotropic X-rays at energies abovc 10 KeV may be due to absorpfion in
inter~lactic matter.
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UPPER LIMIT FOR HARD X-RAYS FROM SUN

"lhe SUN (DeclinatiGn ll~
crosszd the balloon meridian at abcut
noon local time. More than 3 hours of data is available when the solar
zenith angle was less than 25 o. Any cont¡
from the sun, if ir were
more than thrice the standard deviation level of the background rate
obtained du¡
the period when the sun is making a large zenŸ angle with
respect to the instrument, would have been detected by our instrument with
a certainty better than 99.,o.
' / Since no such flux was observed, we may consider the 3o-level as the upper limit for the solar cont¡
of hard X-rays.
Since the level of solar activity on April 21, 1967 was quite low, our limit
essentiaUy corresponds to the lmut for quiet sun.
Following Edwards and McCracken (1967), we may represent the
dlfferential pulse height spectrum S (H) dH (the counting tate in the pulse
height interval dH at H) by

s..~

~,o.f .,E.,~E,

= ,~~,/~~

o (E)

+#'(E)x'sec. 0 +

exp. -- t q (E) x sec. 0
( H - - E)2]~

)-o:(--~~)~i,,,.,.

where j ( E ) is the Photon energy spectrum of a discrete source, ,~ (0) is the
projected area of the telescope at zenith angle 0 of the sun, ~ (E) is tho
etticiency of the detector. /z (E) and q
ate the narrow beato attenuation
coet¡
of air and crystal mounting respectively and o (E) speciIies the
energy resolution of the detector.
Taking ~ ( E ) = I , x = 7 " 2 g m . / c m . ~ of air, x'=0-0849gm./cm." of
aluminium and o (E) = V'E (KeV) the upper limits to monoenergefic solar
X-rays of different energies have been calculated. Figure 4 shows the results
obtained for the flux of hard X-rays from the sun. The results obtained
by Frost andPeterson (Lindsay, 1963), Frost etal. (1966) and by EAwards
and McCracken (1967) are also plotted in the same figure. It may be observed
that the upper limit for the hard X-rays from the quiet sun obtained by us
is much lower than that obtaincd by other workers.
Extrapolation of our results to higher energies show that the integral
flux of X-rays from the stm is about 1.5 x 10-a photonlcm. 2 sec. above
50 KeV. This result is at least one order of magnitude below the results
obto•162 during the solar maximum by Chubb et al, (1966) inOicatin~g tha$
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the flux of hard X-rays from the quiet sun varŸ by at lcast one order of
magnitude over the solar cycle. Similar conclusion has bccn drawn by
Edwazds and McCracken (1967).
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The upper limit for the emission of ~ard X-rays from the sun.

CONCLUSTON$

In concMsion we observe that the flux of omnidircctional Xorays of
cosmic origŸ at 60 KeV is 0"0066 4-0"0014 photons/cm. 2 scc. ster. KeV.
The measured fluxes at different energies ate consistent with a spectmm of
the type KE -~.2~:~, whJch is considcrably steeper than the spectrum of
cosmic X-rays of energy bclow 10KeV.
Upper limit for the hard X-ray emission from the quiet sun has been
obtaincd. The limits aro considcrab]y lower than the upper limits quoted
so lar. The results indicate that the emission of hard X-rays (20KcV)
from the quict sun may vary by one order of magnitude ovcr the sohr cycle.
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